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The International DXers Alliance (IDA) was formed in 1932, and during its 100-issue
lifespan, which ended in July 1943, it became one of the major DX listening clubs of its day.  Its
bulletin, the Globe Circler, covered nearly all types of DX, although the focus became shortwave
broadcasting.  With its “typewriter” typeface it wasn’t quite as spit-and-polish as some of the
clubs whose bulletins were professionally typeset, but it did offer one eye catcher:  every issue
had a picture on the cover, and others inside.  They were small, and black and white, and
sometimes grainy, but they added flavor.  I present some of them here.  (Zoom in for detail.)

Many of the photos were of stations and station personalities.  There were many pictures
of IDA members, and I have included only those whose names are still familiar or who
distinguished themselves in some way.  I have tried to get as much resolution out of the pictures
as possible; I have left the captions as is, and added a few notes where some further explanation
might be helpful.  Parts I and II, starting below, cover club members and professional monitoring
respectively; two more parts will cover stations.

Part I – IDA Members

Notes:  Charles A. Morrison (below) was Globe Circler editor-in chief, and the key man
in the IDA. . . .  In 1939 the Globe Circler started featuring pictures of “World’s Leading
DXers.”  But only four appeared (pg. 2). . . .  Murray Buitekant became well known as a long-
time NNRC stalwart (pg. 3). . . .  “Captain” Horace L. Hall edited DX news in several
publications, including the New York Sun.  His wife, Dorothy, was a well-known ham (W2IXY)
(pg. 3). . . .  The six-month IDA Randolph Contest trophy was awarded for the most
mediumwave QSLs from stations 2,000 miles distant (pg. 4).
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Part II – Monitoring
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